Zop's Rune Guide - July 2016

 This guide is primarily a thorough effect listing the runes of the mod Rune Quake, which can be found on runequake.com. Some strategies are included but they are not comprehensive. Methods to determine an opponent's rune are typically noted.

-------------------------------------------

[[[Rune Descriptor Legend]]]

[## Rune Name]

[Effects]:
 Listing of all effects of the rune.

[Strategy]:
 This will contain two sections:
 You: Strategy when you have the rune.
 Opp: Strategy when opponent has the rune.

[Notes]:
 Notes on interesting combos or rare possibilities

-------------------------------------------

01 Rune of Good Health

Effects:
 1. Gain 100 health on pickup.
 2. Maximum health is increased to 666.
 3. When rune is removed, and your health is above 100, your health will start counting down to 100.

Strategy:
 You: Running around to look for health is troublesome in larger maps. Basically, you're much more likely to run into someone before increasing your health to the maximum. However, if you begin a fight with 666 or more health, you will mathematically have an advantage over most runes.
 Opp: You are very unlikely to determine this rune, since not only do megahealths exist, the Jack and Athletic runes also increase the maximum health. 

Notes:
 Fill up on health; then, find the Resistance Rune for maximum pleasure. Don't depend on this happening, however!
 A megahealth works to increase over the new 666 limit to 766 health! (You will countdown to 666 health.)

-------------------------------------------

02 Rune of Regeneration

Effects:
 1. Twice a second, you gain 5 health (without going over 100) and 5 armor (if you have any), up to that armor's normal maximum.
 2. When you regenerate, you will emit the sound of a 15-health box.
 3. Activate to regenerate to 200 red armor and 100 health. This will remove the rune. (If you have these amounts or better, activating will do nothing.) The armor pickup sound and megahealth sound will play.
 4. You will not pick up armor of a lesser type than your current armor. This is to prevent switching to a worse armor type when you could have regenerated your better armor.

Strategy:
 You: In battle, saving the activation effect until you cannot sustain one more hit is most effective. However, that will obviously be the most dangerous. Do not manually drop this rune, activate it for its bonus and it will drop automatically.
 Opp: Easy to determine by the repeating regeneration sound. When you hear the megahealth + armor sound from your opponent, you will know the rune is used.

-------------------------------------------

03 Rune of Resistance

Effects:
 1. Any damage you receive is halved. When you receive damage, a pentagram sound is played.

Strategy:
 You: Simple effect, but very useful. Because the effect halves the damage before your armor takes damage, armor is as important as ever. Also, consider that health boxes are essentially doubled.
 Opp: Easy to determine by sound.

-------------------------------------------

04 Rune of Haste

Effects:
 1. Effect, by weapon:
-Axe			: swing twice as rapid
-Shotgun		: fire twice as rapid
-Super shotgun	: fire twice as rapid
-Nailgun		: nails travel twice as fast
-Super nailgun	: nails travel twice as fast
-Grenades		: fire twice as rapid
-Rockets		: fire twice as rapid
-Lightning		: double range on lightning shaft
[Alternate weapons]
-Hookshot		: no effect
-Magic Shotgun	: fire twice as rapid
-Flamethrower	: flames shot with more force, thus travel farther
-Lavagun		: projectiles will not fall
-Time bombs		: after setting, explode in half the time
-Gas grenades	: fire twice as rapid
-Guided rockets	: no effect
-Reflect rockets	: fire twice as rapid [these exist only if server does not have guided rockets]
-BFG			: charge in half the time, and ball moves 2x faster

 2. Firing any weapon will play Chthon's roar sound.

Strategy:
 You: For the weapons that fire quicker, you will need to become accustomed to aiming them twice as fast. The effect on time bombs and the BFG reduces opponent's time to react to their sound.
 Opp: Easy to determine by sound.

Notes:
 The BFG normally releases its projectile in three seconds. A second after that, the weapon is recharged and can be started again. However, with the rune, the ball is released in only 1.5 seconds, but it will still take all four seconds, like normal, before the weapon can be restarted. Like any weapon, the reload/recharge time prevents another weapon from being used, so it will appear as though you cannot fire for a few seconds.

-------------------------------------------

05 Rune of Environmental Protection

Effects:
 1. Activate in water to be forced up and out of liquid. Repeat quickly for the best effect.
 2. Many sources of damage are nullified: doors, platforms, crushing traps, and other such things in the level, nail/laser traps, fireballs (from lava), “explo” [exploding] boxes, fire-based weapons, fall damage, and hookshot damage. No one's hook will attach to you. If you are already on fire, it will be extinguished, and you cannot be set on fire.
 3. Some runes will not damage you: Orb of Death Rune, Radioactivity Rune, Divine Wind Rune, Floating Spiky Cloud Rune, Rune of Firewalking, and Electric Rune.
 4. Some rune effects are nullified: Rune of Uncontrollable Jumping, Switch Rune, Blizzard Rune, Rune of Repulsion, Gravity Well, Weirdness Rune, and the Cloaking Rune's 'sonar' effect. The tornado from the Tornado Rune will not pull or damage you.
 5. You will not activate the level's nail/laser traps. You will not active players' fire traps, death traps, ice traps, glue traps, and anti-pack traps.
 6. Liquids will give health instead of damaging you, and you'll play healing sounds.
 7. You will not need to breathe when submerged and will not make gasping sounds when emerging.

Strategy:
 You: There are so many perfect counters here, but keep in mind that the rune is useless otherwise. However, you will have no more worries about traps around the corner or beyond the teleporter. Occasionally, you can find ammo backpacks from previous players that fell into lava.
 Opp: Many of the effects are the same as the envirosuit, so if the level has one, the player may not necessarily have this rune.

-------------------------------------------

06 Rune of Flight

Effects:
 1. On pickup, you will start flying. Activate to toggle flying off and on. You can use +moveup/+movedown commands, or look the direction you want to go and move forward to travel in the air. You can also press your jump button to move upwards. There may be a limited amount of total flight time.
 2. Falling damage is nullified, rune activated or not.
 3. The rune-tell command shows your remaining flight time.

Strategy:
 You: You can be a lot harder to hit, especially in rooms with a large ceiling area, but you're going to have to keep an eye out in every direction.
 Opp: Try hooking this opponent for easier shots. If you have to use rockets, you will need to aim for a wall or ceiling near the opponent, but you may have an easier time using the thunderbolt.

Notes:
 The Uncontrollable Jumping Rune works a bit oddly on a player with Flight by repeatively making the jump sound.

-------------------------------------------

07 Rune of Fire Walking

Effects:
 1. Walk/run to create flames that burn on touch- 25 damage a hit (they can hit multiple times). Flames last 1.5 seconds. A “quiet whoosh” sound indicates each flame's creation.
 2. Players with this rune, Enviro. Rune, or Human Torch Rune do not receive damage from flames.
 3. You can step in very shallow lava or fire traps without taking damage.
 4. Ice traps and Blizzard Rune effect time against you is reduced.
 5. You cannot be set on fire, and if you were burning, the fire will be extinguished.
 6. There is a distinct death message from the flames.

Strategy:
 You: It's not easy to damage enemies with this fire, but you can try running into them. Enemies will hear you coming. Although it can be easier to run away, you must stay on the ground for the flames to appear. 
 Opp: Easy to identify by sight and sound.

Notes:
 The rune is designed to not appear under water because it does not work on watery floors.

-------------------------------------------

08 Rune of Recall

Effects:
 1. Activate once to remember a location spot. Activate again to teleport there.
 2. The rune-delete command will delete the spot, rather than remove the rune. If there is no spot, the rune will be removed as normal.
 3. If you activate exactly on the spot, you will remove the spot.
 4. The rune-tell command will show if your spot is placed or not.

Strategy:
 You: A typical plan for this rune is to create a spot where you can heal/escape in the middle of a fight. Another use is attempting to telefrag someone, such as by placing the spot and hiding in a lookout, and then waiting for someone to cross your spot. Activate to telefrag. Rinse and repeat.
 Opp: There are a few teleporting runes. Once you determine this rune and find the spot, use it to your advantage. The basic method is to know the opponent's destination and thus run towards it or expect the opponent from a certain direction. Another method is to camp at the spot, expecting a weakened player. Though, a smart opponent would change the spot once s/he knew that it was discovered.

Notes:
 This is one of two runes that can affect the rune-delete command.

-------------------------------------------

09 Electric Rune

Effects:
 1. Regenerate your cells, one every five second.
 2. An opponent close to you will be zapped every 0.3 seconds (at 20 damage, rather than lightning weapon's 30), as long as you have cells and the opponent does not have either the Enviro. Rune or envirosuit.
 3. You will randomly flash.
 4. The server is normally set up so that you will zap yourself with all your cells if you touch liquid. In any case, you will need the envirosuit to zap opponents underwater.
 5. A dancing lightning bolt appears above your head. If you do not have cells (or you are in water), it will be not be moving- this is the indication that the rune is currently ineffective.
 6. Lightning zaps from BFG ball can hit five times farther than normal.
 7. If you are hit with lightning weapon or a zap from an opponent's Electric Rune, the damage is halved. You will also recharge one cell per hit.
 8. There is a distinct death message from being zapped.

Strategy:
 You: Obviously, being close is what makes this rune useful. It can even watch your back a bit. A weakened opponent will keep their distance.
 Opp: You will sometimes see a player with the rune charging you. Chances are they have no better damage source. Note the half damage for your lightning weapon.

Notes:
 An amusing kill is to make someone with the rune fall into a liquid.
 The rune is designed to not appear under water, but you can still pick it up in the air or on a ledge above water!

-------------------------------------------

10 Rune of Cloaking

Effects:
 1. Gain ring-type invisibility (your eyes will show), if you are not hurt and do not fire weapons/hook for a few seconds.
 2. You will not make sound when you fire or pick up items (explosions still make sound). Time bombs will not tick.
 3. You will not create white particles or sound when traveling through a teleporter.
 4. Activate to list four near players' distance from you as well as their health, armor amount + type, and if they have quad or pent (look for "Q" or "P" at end of each line). A sound will play at each player. Your invisibility will be removed for four seconds. Players with Enviro. Rune, envirosuit, or spawn shield will not be listed. And, if one these players has Cloaking Rune, s/he will be made visible for a second (note that cloaking sounds will play for that player).

Strategy:
 You: Remember, the sounds you make from picking up items and firing weapons are actually very important to your enemies, so this rune is a bit better at than first glance.
 Opp: The rune makes use of the same sounds as the ring of shadows, but a ring-holder won't turn visible on damage. Note that it will be hard to expect a projectile if you cannot hear your opponent fire it.

-------------------------------------------

11 Rune of Divine Wind

Effects:
 1. Activate for a quick countdown (1.5 seconds) to a special explosion. This explosion has a huge range, and will instantly kill players that do not have Enviro. Rune, envirosuit, or invincibility. There is a certain button sound made every 0.5 seconds in this countdown.
 2. If you are killed with the rune, the powerful explosion will be set off.
 3. A rotating grenade appears above you.
 4. There are distinct death messages for blowing yourself up and killing others.

Strategy:
 You: It's a bit self-explanatory. Know that players will hookshot and run around a corner to avoid being killed.
 Opp: If you see the spinning grenade “hat” on someone, you will have to find a way to kill the opponent without being in the line of sight. When you hear that clicking of immediate doom, you'll need to escape NOW! Columns, floors, ceilings... get whatever solid between you and the attacker.

Notes:
 Once it has been activated, you can remove the rune to stop the countdown.
 Also, there is a rare failure in the line-of-sight check of the explosion, which is typically noticeable around steps and slopes. I believe it is due to the line of sight checking the location of your feet, rather than your head, but I haven't done too much investigating.

-------------------------------------------

12 Death Spots

Effects:
 1. Activate to place a twisting spikeball at your location. You will receive 20 damage, which can be partially saved by armor (or quadrupled if you have quad). A sound is played when placed. After a few seconds, the spot will turn into a blinking, gray particle, and a different sound is played. The trap is armed, and any player (yes, even you) that touches it without Enviro. Rune, envirosuit, or invincibility will be killed. Normally, you can have only three traps out at a time. The traps will persist even if you die, remove the rune, or even leave the server.
 2. The traps will last for two minutes, and then they will explode.
 3. The rune-tell command will show how many of your death spots are placed.
 4. In teamplay, the traps' particles will also have the color of the team in them.
 5. There is a distinct death message for the trap.

Strategy:
 You: These traps could be placed around items, just past corners, on the top of lifting platforms, the other side of a teleporter, or in the middle of an area/hall that someone will run into during a fight. Do not drop a spot when you have quad damage, you will damage yourself too much.
 Opp: Traps are sometimes placed so that you will hit it before you see it. That's not to say you shouldn't stop looking out for them, but try to remember them if you see them.

Notes:
 If you have the Vengeance Rune, you can run into this trap to kill its creator.

-------------------------------------------

13 Holorune

Effects:
 1. Activate to place a holographic player model at your location. The model will match your colors and mimic your animations. A certain sound will play. The hologram will last 30 seconds.
 2. The rune-tell command will show how many of your holograms are placed.

Strategy:
 You: Perhaps the holograms can only be used as a distraction. Place one just around a corner to surprise a player as they round it, or place one in the middle of a fight as you switch directions.
 Opp: Because the holograms do not move, it's usually easy to tell that it is a fake.

Notes:
 Some quake clients will always display the hologram as a player with brown shirt and pants.

-------------------------------------------

14 Orb of Death

Effects:
 1. An orb will orbit around you at a certain distance- if the distance would place it into a wall, it will be placed against the wall. The orb is surrounded by yellow particles.
 2. When you die with rune, the orb will fall to the floor and jump around the level for 20 seconds. If it is pushed into the floor or wall, it will respawn at its owner's location. Dropping the rune will solely destroy the orb.
 3. Opponents within the field will receive damage. At the center of the orb, damage is 120 a second, but at further distances, it is less.
 4. There is a distinct death message for the orb.

Strategy:
 You: The orb is extremely deadly, even to an opponent with red armor, but obviously, the drawback is that you must be close. If you near an opponent, you will need to consider which side the orb will be when you arrive, in order to attack with it. Keep in mind you stand out quite a bit.
 Opp: The yellow particles are very noticeable, sometimes through a floor or wall, but it is the same visual effect as a player who has spawn shield. Expect your opponent to rush towards you by hook or otherwise.

-------------------------------------------

15 Blink Rune

Effects:
 1. Activate to randomly teleport to an item. You will flash at your destination, but not emit sound. There is a special recharge time on this effect.
 2. A bubble “hat” will appear above you.

Strategy:
 You: The main purpose is to run from a fight, whether you are underpowered or just low on health. There is a chance you will appear near someone else (or the same opponent!).
 Opp: Near impossible to defeat with normal weapons. The best opportunity to strike is that half a second your opponent is getting their bearings after teleporting. Resorting to instant-kill runes may be necessary.

Notes on recharge time:

 Simplified description:
 Don't keep pressing activate as soon as it's ready. If it is necessary, due to a stream of unsafe locations, you will have longer recharge times each activation. As long as you always wait a second, you will never see an increased recharge time.

 Complicated:
 When you first blink, the blink recharge time is 0.5 seconds. If you use the blink effect within the next 0.5 seconds (after the recharge), then the recharge time is increased by 50% to 0.75 seconds. If you use the effect within 0.75 seconds (after this recharge), it will cause another increase of recharge time by 50%. Next recharge time would be 1.025 seconds, and using it within 1.025 seconds (after the recharge) causes yet another increase. 
 If you wait past this second period of time after the recharge time, an activation will reduce the next recharge time. There is different levels of time for reductions, but it is most effective to wait more than 4.5x the amount of time of the last recharge time. This will drop the next recharge time back to 0.5 seconds.

-------------------------------------------

16 Rune of Camouflage

Effects:
 1. When you are abosultely still, you will become completely invisible, unless you just took damage (the player's pain animation prevents invisibility). Also, the “reload” time of your weapon keeps you from being invisible.

Strategy:
 You: This rune is designed for camping. Pick out a high-traffic spot and hit someone as they turn their back on you... If a fight nears you, standing still is likely to let you be hit by crossfire. Keep in mind, a player that does not see you will try to walk through you. You cannot hurry into being camouflaged- even if you stopped moving forward, you will slide for a second before the effect starts.
 Opp: When you see a player pop out of the air without a flash, it's likely to be this rune, so keep an eye on him/her, if possible, to avoid being surprised later. Uncontrollable Jumping, Repulsion, and Gravity Rune will show the opponent easily.

-------------------------------------------

17 Rune of Uncontrollable Jumping

Effects:
 1. Players in your line-of-sight without Enviro. Rune or envirosuit will be forced to jump, if they are on the ground.

Strategy:
 You: The rune can be used to listen for players all around you. You will only have a small bit of time before a player will gain control of him/herself again.
 Opp: Determining the rune is easy, but determining who has it isn't always as such. Hooking the wall or ceiling will give you control again, but do not sit there!

-------------------------------------------

18 Action Movie Arsenal

Effects:
 1. Gain ammo every second. The rate of each ammo type are different, with rockets being the slowest, and nails being the fastest.
 2. When an ammo type is full, you will gain the weapons that use that ammo type.
 3. If you have all weapons, and the server admin set the hookshot mode as “lithium” (where you have to find it), you will gain it.

Strategy:
 You: On the rare chance you have a lot of ammo and no weapons, this rune will become quite handy.
 Opp: The rune cannot be reasonably determined, and you're unlikely to find it in a fight.

Notes:
 This rune is one of two that allows for the existence of the thunderbolt in those few levels where it normally is not.

-------------------------------------------

19 Vampiric Rune

Effects:
 1. Damage to opponent's health (not armor) will be healed to yourself, above the normal max amount of health, up to 250. A specific sound will play. You will not heal from telefrags.
 2. 25 and 15 health packs will only heal by 5. Megahealth does not tick down. If your health is above 100 when you remove rune, it will start ticking down.
 3. You can heal back to life (resurrect) if you deal enough damage after being killed. A message will print, but chances are you will be too busy to read it.

Strategy:
 You: Since health boxes won't really help mid-fight, don't run to them. Damage is your main healing method. Resurrecting is almost always surprise, since it's hard to tell it's coming, and you'll be low on health.
 Opp: You're already avoiding damage, but try to avoid it even more. Note that a vamp can stay alive in areas where there is not health.

-------------------------------------------

20 Rune of Shielding

Effects:
 1. Activate to gain invincibility for a few seconds. A field of dots will appear around you, and the same sound as a fading pentagram will play. Recharge time is 4.5 seconds. The shield is better than invincibility because it will save your armor. You also can walk through ice traps, death traps, and torch traps (but not anti-packs, glue traps, or weirdness) without effect (during the shield duration). Grenades will bounce off you, and explosions won't knock you back.
 2. Activating during recharge will 'queue' an automatic activation when the rune is recharged; otherwise, the rune will tell you when it's recharged.
 3. Removing the rune during the shield will immediately remove the shield.

Strategy:
 You: The rune is mostly self-explanatory. Note that an experienced player will wait until you are vulnerable, either during a fight, or when you use it against a third player.
 Opp: When this is activated by an opponent, you will need to be strictly elusive, yet within range to attack once the shield time is over. Obviously, the recharge time is when the rune is ineffective, and thus the weakest point.

Notes:
 Start your BFG, hook onto a player, and activate rune before the BFG is released.
 The server admin can change shield and recharge time.

-------------------------------------------

21 Rune of Strength

Effects:
 1. Any damage caused by you is doubled. The quad damage sound plays each time you fire.
 2. There is a distinct death message when you kill yourself

Strategy:
 You: Even though the rune is simple, its effect is strong and without drawback.
 Opp: Determinable by the quad sounds without glow.

-------------------------------------------

22 Rune of Radioactivity

Effects:
 1. Activate to set a spot for radiation. If the spot is in view of another radiation spot, it will not be made; otherwise, a quad damage sound will play. After a few seconds, a large, red particle splash will announce the start of damage. The radiation damage is five health every 0.8 seconds to players that have a line of sight to the spot, but don't have Enviro. Rune, envirosuit, or invincibility. The spot will die off after 45 seconds. Normally, you can only have three spots irradiating at once.
 2. If you are holding the rune, you will gain 5 health and play a sound if you are in view of your spot. You will not receive damage from opponent's radiation spots. If you have dropped the rune, you will not receive health (or damage) from your own spots.
 3. ANY player within view of a spot will create brown/gold particles for each cycle, whether being damaged or not.
 4. When you die, you will irradiate an area if you are not in view of a radioactive spot.
 5. The rune-tell command will show how many of your spots are placed.

Strategy:
 You: Here are two effective ways to set the spots:
 1. Create a chain of them, at least a few seconds apart, as you walk through a high-traffic spot, so that opponents will keep receiving damage as they run through multiple rooms. In this case, the spots are put in the middle of each area or hallway.
 2. Use edges/corners/nooks/pillars of a room to block the “sight” of the spots from each other, so they can all be placed in the same area.
 Opp: The opponent only has an advantage if s/he is in area of the spots. Even if you determine that an opponent has the rune, the radiation spots are the problem to avoid. Obviously, dueling within sight of a spot is mathematically disadvantageous.

Notes:
 A rare yet effective method is to place the spots, and drop the rune to hunt for an offense rune. Berserk Strength is the best, but Pierce Armor and Jack are decent as well.
 Most of the values of the rune can be changed by the server admin.

-------------------------------------------

23 Switch Rune

Effects:
 1. Aim and activate to switch with a monster or a player without Enviro. Rune or envirosuit. If you miss, a blue dot will appear on the wall where you aimed. When you switch, you will exchange position, weapons, items (armor, ring, suit, quad, and pent), and health. A lightning bolt appears, traced between you and the target.

Strategy:
 You: Most of the time you'd use the rune is if you are low on health or have no weapons. Though, if you want to steal someone's quad or pent, the option is available.
 Opp: You'll typically only determine that the opponent has the rune after when you switch. You should be in a much weaker state, so I suggest retreating.

Notes:
 One trick is to be hooked above lava/slime, and then, switch with a player.
 After switching, if either player is left with less than 25 shells, they will gain enough to have 25 shells.
 If the other player has the Good Armor Rune, you can gain their above-normal armor value.
 Switch has a limited range, though quite far. The dots will appear midair if this distance is reached where you aim.
 If you find someone's pet shambler, you can gain its 400 health. Also, monsters do not take your armor.
 In Headhunters mode, switching with a player will switch the carried heads.

-------------------------------------------

24 Ice Traps

Effects:
 1. Activate to place a bubble at your location and play a sound ("freeze!"). After three seconds, the bubble will break, and blue, blinking particle will appear every second at the spot. The trap will persist for two minutes, even if you drop the rune, die, or leave the server. At this point, any player without Enviro. Rune, envirosuit, or Blizzard Rune that touches the trap will be completely frozen from moving, firing weapon, or turning. A certain sound is played, and this resulting freeze effect will last 13 seconds.
 2. When a trap catches a player, you will be notified.
 3. The rune-tell command will show how many traps you have placed.
 3. In teamplay, the traps' particles will also have the color of the team in them.

Strategy:
 You: Like death spots, these traps could be placed around items, just past corners, on the top of lifting platforms, the other side of a teleporter, or in the middle of an area/hall that someone will run into during a fight. Because you receive the message when the trap catches, you should remember where you placed your spots.
 Opp: Unless you have the Blizzard Rune, there is no interaction to consider when this opponent is in front of you.

Notes:
 Note that a player with the pentagram can still be frozen.
 Players that are on fire or have the Rune of Firewalking or Human Torch will not be frozen as long.
 If Ice Traps, Blizzard Rune, Enviro. Rune, or envirosuit drops on a frozen player and is picked up, the freeze will be broken.
 I've seen players kill themselves (with the kill command) rather than give a free frag to someone (or maybe just to avoid a 13 second wait?).

-------------------------------------------

25 Gravity Rune

Effects:
 1. Activate to place a gravity well (which looks like a light globe) at your location. This sphere will pull opponents without Enviro. Rune, envirosuit, or spawn shield and then damage them somewhat slowly if they touch it. Opponents past a good distance will not be affected.
 2. The well will also pull enemies' projectiles (grenades, flamethrower, nails, BFG, etc), as well as runes, ammo packs, and some traps.
 3. Activate again to remove the well.
 4. If you die or drop the rune, the well can remain for 20 seconds.
 5. The rune-tell command will show if your well is placed or not.
 6. There is a distinct death message for the well.

Strategy:
 You: Obviously, placement is important. The normal trap locations (see death spots) can be used, but also try placing the well in areas that inflict damage, such as lava and slime.
 Opp: If you manage to determine that your opponent has the rune, the only thing to worry about is if the opponent places the sphere again at his current location.
 The hookshot defeats the rune in terms of controlling your movement, but it will still affect the aim of your projectiles.

Notes:
 Keep in mind a well can pull death/ice traps towards it, and they will sometimes orbit. You can only see a trap's location once a second, so it's not easy to see where the trap is moving.
 Two wells can pull another, which causes interesting movements between them.
 The rune is designed not to appear on levels with abnormal gravity.

-------------------------------------------

26 The Teleport Shuffle

Effects:
 1. Aim and activate. If you hit a player, there is a 30% chance that you will telefrag the player; otherwise you will just switch locations. The player will be notified of the telefrag attempt. If you instead aimed at something solid, a white particle will appear. If it is a non-moving wall, you will be teleported the floor exactly under the particle. If you hit something that moves, such as a door, button, or platform, there will be no other effect.

Strategy:
 You: This directional teleport is useful for getting around quickly, but great distances will prevent hearing anything before arriving at the destination!
 The floor underneath the particle may a lava/water area or an area below. You may appear underneath if there is a space in the floor from the wall- even if the space is not big enough for a player to fall through! If the particle is too close to the floor, the teleport will not be successful.
 The offensive effect is useful, but do not try it on a player that has some sort of telefrag protection, such as spawn shield, pent, or Telefrag Deflect Rune. Also consider, if the rune causes a switch, you will not be facing your opponent.
 Opp: You're more likely to see the opponent try to kill you with the teleport than another weapon. S/He will be appearing near a walls, so if possible, fire grenades and rockets at them while avoiding being hit. That's not exactly easy, but being a bit sloppy doesn't really hurt your chances.

-------------------------------------------

27 Impact Rune

Effects:
 1. The knockback effect of your damage is increased a lot. [Technically: nine times as much.]
 2. Touch an opponent to chuck them away from you. Your velocity is added to their velocity. 40-50 damage is dealt to opponent. A splat noise is played.
 3. All your damage is increased by 10%.
 4. Firing a weapon will emit a brown particle around you.
 5. There is distinct death messages for killing by bodychecking.

Strategy:
 You: Pushing your enemies away can be useful to keep them away, especially an invincible player. Occasionally, if it's unexpected, they can kill themselves with their own explosion. If your aim with the thunderbolt is good enough, you can trap a player into a ceiling corner of a room.
 Opp: It's quite difficult to control yourself when you're being smacked around; the hookshot is the only way to come back from the push.

-------------------------------------------

28 Rune of Vengeance

Effects:
 1. Any damage you receive is also received by the attacker, unless the attacker has a Self Preservation Rune or Rune of Vengeance.
 2. Your head will be replaced with a much larger one, which leaves a trail of blood in the air.
 3. There is a distinct death message for killing with the reflected damage.

Strategy:
 You: You already always want to be at full health and armor, since this rune's ability thrives on you having these. Players with low health are not likely to attack you, so you go after someone who runs from you!
 Opp: When you fight with this opponent, obviously, you will start damaging yourself, so any damage the opponent does on top of this will give him/her the lead. You will want to attack an opponent that was weakened from a fight.

Notes:
 Carrying both the quad and this rune will quite usually prevent a player from attempting to damage you at all! They will not survive long when they receive FOUR times the damage they give.
 Run into a deathspot to kill its creator!

-------------------------------------------

29 Shub Hat

Effects:
 1. The large model of Shub appears around you.
 2. When you die or drop the rune, the model will move straight up into the ceiling, where it will eventually disappear.

Strategy:
 You: You are a bit harder to hit, but you will be noticed quite easily, even through walls. This rune is almost useful, by hiding the pent/quad “hats” that would be above your head.

-------------------------------------------

30 Rune of Repulsion

Effects:
 1. Opponents without Enviro. Rune or envirosuit will be pushed away. The strength of the push is stronger when closer.
 2. Players' projectiles will be pushed away from you.

Strategy:
 You: Projectiles are a lot less likely to hit you, but you are likely to still be hit from explosion damage from time bombs, rockets, or BFG. Grenades are hardly ever going to damage you. The rune affects your weapons, most noticeably with the GL and somewhat with the RL.
 Opp: Once you can tell who has the rune, you will need to adjust how to kill your opponent. Shotguns and lightning are not affected, but the push on your body will affect your aim.

-------------------------------------------

31 Rune of Floating Spiky Death Cloud

Effects:
 1. On pickup, you will drop four spike balls, and a large 'cloud' will appear above you. Every 2.7 to 3.3 seconds, a new ball will drop from the cloud as the oldest one disappears from the floor.
 2. The spiky balls will hit a player without Enviro. Rune, or envirosuit for 40 damage, as well as forcing the player upwards. A splat sound will play every time.
 3. When you die, the cloud will persist for a few seconds, then explode to drop 14 spike balls. From then, one will disappear every eight seconds.
 4. There is a distinct death message for the spike balls.

Strategy:
 You: There is hardly any control of the balls, other than 'somewhere around me'. If you are running and you hear the splat noise, you will know to look behind you (if you are facing where you're moving). This rune is one of few that can affect someone with a spawnshield or Shield Rune.
 Opp: The pop-up force effect of hitting a spike will make you be an easy target, including the fact you will make noise. If an opponent dies near you with this rune, you will need to run away or hook the ceiling pretty quickly.

-------------------------------------------

32 Shambler Helper

Effects:
 1. On pickup, a Shambler monster appears at your location with 400 health. It is your pet and will not attack you. Nor can you damage it. If you are in a low/small area where the shambler cannot fit, it will continue to respawn at your location until you move where it can. Its intelligence is not too bad- it will seek out a new nearby enemy if it's unsuccessful in chasing its current enemy. You can walk through your pet, as well as fire projectiles through it.
 2. When you have quad or pent, your shambler will also have it.
 3. Activate to teleport it to your location. It will be fully healed.
 4. When it is killed, it will teleport to you with full health.
 5. When you die, it will teleport to your location, and start attacking the opponent that killed you. It gains quad and 600 health, but it will die after 15 seconds.
 6. The rune-tell command will tell you how much health your shambler has and who it is attacking.
 7. There is a distinct death message for the shambler.

Strategy:
 You: For defense, the Shambler can make a good wall for you as you escape. As strategy, it can watch your back. As offense, it has perfect lightning aim.
 If an opponent hits the shambler with a couple time bombs, he can send the bombs to you if he kills the shambler before they explode, due to the shambler's respawn effect. This is common practice, so keep your shambler within hearing range and listen for timebomb shots. When this happens, your safest bet is to remove the rune and leave the timebombs with their owner!
 Repeatedly activating the rune will keep the shambler on you. Such a meat shield can protect you from some weapons.
 Opp: Killing the opponent's shambler is not important because of its respawn ability. If you cannot attack the owner do not bother staying with the shambler. You may see the Shambler attempting to run after another player. Do not bother with it, but listen for its roar, it may start attacking you!
 When the Shambler comes after you for killing its master, you should seek shelter from the quad enhanced lightning attack. If you know how to kill a Shambler with an axe (in single-player), you will not have too much trouble- even less trouble if you are carrying an offensive rune.

Notes:
 If you activate the rune right next to a player, you will trap the player within your shambler!

-------------------------------------------

33 Rune of Dual Recall

Effects:
 1. On pickup, your location is recorded.
 2. Activate to teleport to that location.
 3. You can keep activating to teleport to where you last teleported FROM- that is, a new location is recorded when you teleport. Basically, you switch between two moving locations.
 4. A spike appears above your head, pointing upwards.

Strategy:
 You: Like the Recall Rune, you can make one location be a recovery spot, to heal in a fight. It may be useful to get back to your opponent as well, but s/he is likely to expect your return.
 Opp: You shouldn't chase an opponent too closely, you can be telefragged. It's likely your opponent will return from teleporting away, either after healing or running from another player.

Notes:
 If you keep this rune through a level change, it won’t record a first position when you start playing.

-------------------------------------------

34 Rune of Weirdness

Effects:
 1. Activate to throw a bubble. This trap moves forwards a bit before stopping.
 2. As you walk, you will release traps.
 3. When you die, you will release many traps at once. Eventually, the traps will spread a bit before disappearing.
 4. The duration of a trap is 15 seconds. Someone who is hit by the trap will emit many randomly-colored particles until the effect stops. Trap types are chosen randomly from these possibilities:

 "SHROOM MODE!"
 Your view will slowly bob up/down and left/right. You do not actually turn in these direction, however.

 "UNCONTROLLABLE JUMPING!"
 If you are on the ground, you will jump.

 "DRUNKEN WALK!"
 You will be suddenly facing a somewhat different direction twice a second

 "TWIRLY HEAD!"
 Your view will rotate as if you were spinning the monitor.
 [Normally disabled for QuakeWorld servers]
 [Does not work on some Quake clients]

 "RANDOM TWITCHING!"
 You will be forced to move in any direction randomly (even upwards, whether in the air or not). The direction changes many times a second.

 "TOO MUCH COFFEE!"
 Your speed is increased uncontrollably.

 "STICKY FEET!"
 Moving becomes incredibly difficult.
 Note: There is an oddity with the hookshot. I believe it depends on your movement beforehand, but the hook can actually turn into something that pushes you away, rather than pull.

 "HOW DO I SHOOT?!"
 You cannot fire any weapon for the duration. The hook is rendered almost useless (it can only hit someone right in front of you for 1 damage).

 "VERTIGO!"
 You field of view is increased so much that it becomes hard to discern anything.
 [Normally disabled]

 "I'M BLIND! I'M BLIND!"
 The screen is darkened beyond being able to see.
 [Normally disabled]

Strategy:
 You: Obviously, aim at an opponent when firing off a trap. Since firing does not make a sound, your position isn't immediately revealed. You will be told what weirdness effect is given, so use that to determine if you should attack or fire another trap. Since you give off bubbles, and an unseen player hits your trap, you will know to look behind you.
 Opp: Most of the effects make it impossible to aim. Even using the hookshot to escape is as difficult. If you hit a trap, the erupting particles will alert your opponents of your weakness.

Notes:
 If you have both the jumping and coffee weirdness at the same time, you will slowly kill yourself from the impact of hitting the floor repeatedly. You can stop by using the hook, but if you have forget-to-shoot, that will not be an option.
 The traps work on pets, such as zombies and the shambler, but usually give them uncontrollable jumping. Zombies that are normally blocking the way can be forced to move in this fashion. Shambler always has perfect aim, so the traps are not really effective.
 The trap size is actually bigger than the bubble, so it can catch on corners that it looks as though it should not.

-------------------------------------------

35 Phoenix Rune

Effects:
 1. When you die, you can press space to respawn from your corpse with quad damage and all your weapons (you will not drop an ammo pack). An obvious electric sound will play on resurrection. If a player is on your body when you respawn, you will telefrag. You can respawn three times. If your dead body falls in lava or slime, you will respawn normally (at a regular spawn point) instead. You can delete the rune before you respawn in order to avoid respawning at that location.
 2. The rune-tell command will show how many resurrections remain.

Strategy:
 You: The longer you wait to respawn, the more likely the enemy will either leave, or determine your rune. Obviously if you resurrected once already, they will expect it again.
 Opp: When you hear the rune's electric resurrect sound, you can expect a quad-equipped opponent. Runequake veterans expect a resurrection when they see a player die without dropping their ammo pack.

Notes:
 In Headhunters mode, your head cannot be picked up by anyone. It is likely that they will keep trying, which is when you should respawn.

-------------------------------------------

36 Berserker Rune

Effects: 
 1. Your damage is increased by six, but you receive three times damage!
 2. You will spawn red particles rapidly.
 3. Your view will shake a bit.
 4. Firing a weapon will play the quad sound.
 5. There is a distinct death message for killing yourself.

Strategy:
 You: Kill before being shot. It's not that difficult with the extra power, but you are a tantalizing target for rockets and lightning. If you combine this rune with the pent, you'd be quite fearsome!
 Opp: Very dangerous. If possible, attack when the opponent is concentrating on someone else.

Notes:
 If you have quad damage and this rune, you can deal 72x damage to yourself.

-------------------------------------------

37 Phasing Rune

Effects:
 1. Face a wall and activate to teleport to the other side of a wall. This will also work on floors or ceilings. The distance of this teleport is limited, but decent.
 2. You will not teleport into water, slime, or lava, even if you're already in it. If you're in lava, activating will teleport you, like the Blink Rune.

Strategy:
 You: You will not teleport if part of you would appear in the floor after teleporting (your screen will flash momentarily), so always look up slightly when going through a wall. Still, the rune is a bit touchy, but when used effectively, you can escape, surprise attack, or travel a good distance due to teleporting into and out of rooms from unexpected sides, such as the floor or ceiling.
 Opp: This rune is a bit easy to determine, and other than teleporting away, you won't have much to worry about.

Notes:
 This rune is sometimes a good way to get into a camper's hidey-hole. It even has just barely enough distance to make it to the secret room that's through the underwater tunnel in e2m1.

-------------------------------------------

38 Rune of Athletics

Effects:
 1. Activate for a high jump.
 2. Breathe underwater longer (12 seconds increase, totalling 24).
 3. You can fall a bit further without damage.
 4. Your maximum health is increased by 25.
 5. You will run/walk faster than normal.
 6. You receive 10% less damage.

Strategy:
 You: Personally, I don't keep the rune if another one is around. The high jump can be a good one-time surprise evasion.
 Opp: There's nothing special to defend from this rune.

-------------------------------------------

39 Lumberjack Rune

Effects:
 1. Your max health is increased to 250 and receive 150 health on pickup.
 2. Your damage is increased 10%.
 3. Axe will have about double range and causes five times damage (100 damage) You will automatically change to axe if a player is within reach of it when your current weapon runs out of ammo.

Strategy:
 You: The axe becomes a plausible weapon! The extra health is quite handy with the bit of extra damage, so don't feel the need to solely use the axe.
 Opp: You're not likely to see someone wielding the axe that does not have the rune.

Notes:
 Server admin can change reach distance/damage/health values.

-------------------------------------------

40 Houngan Rune

Effects:
 1. Activate to place a zombie at your location. The zombie will not move, but it will attack opponents. You can walk through these zombies. Usually, there is a maximum of five allowed. Placing a sixth one will instead move the first one placed, and so on. They cannot be killed, only knocked over, but they will die if you die or remove the rune.
 2. The rune-tell command shows how many of your zombies are placed.
 3. There is a distinct death message for dying to the zombies.

Strategy:
 You: The zombies make good lookout points for you, since they groan on sight of an enemy. They can be knocked down so they don't make the best of walls, but it's not easy for a player to pass through when there are more than one.
 Opp: When you see a zombie, obviously you shouldn't fight it, though the opponent may be close. If the way is blocked, you can try to knock the zombies down to pass, but a safer way is to find one of these runes: Weirdness, Repulsion, Gravity Well, or Impact. Switch can theoretically be used, but you get their 60 health amount!

-------------------------------------------

41 Rune of Armor Piercing

Effects:
 1. Your damage will ignore armor protection.
 2. Damaging a player causes a certain “spike” sound to play, if a player's armor is pierced.
 3. There is a distinct death message when pierced to death.

Strategy:
 You: All your opponents no longer have armor! This rune is quite powerful and is kept quite often. Keep in mind, there will be less difficulty in killing yourself.
 Opp: Can be determined by sound. Obviously, don't try to get an armor in the middle of a fight, or at all in a 1v1. A good player can cause a rampage with this, so the best defense may be temporarily teaming with others against the opponent. Otherwise, look for an instant-kill type of rune.

-------------------------------------------

42 Rune of Self Preservation

Effects:
 1. Damage from any of your own projectiles/weapons is nullified. You cannot set yourself on fire.
 2. Damage from an opponent's Vengeance Rune is nullified.

Strategy:
 You: Push from your own damage is still applied, so rocket/grenade jump all you want!
 Opp: This rune is rarely determinable and requires no action.

Notes:
 The effect allows for some fun, such as:
-hook to an opponent and lob grenades into both of your faces
-deliver a BFG shot face to face
-scatter time bombs in a room, without the need to leave

 If you somehow hit yourself with 50000 damage or more, in one attack, you will not be protected. Even shooting lightning underwater with 100 cells and quad damage is just under 14000 damage, so don’t worry about it.

-------------------------------------------

43 Zen Monk

Effects:
 1. Stand still to activate main effect (monk trance). A zombie sound will alert you (and others) when it is activated. Almost all sources of damage are nullified, but keep in mind that the Berserk Rune, Lumberjack's axe, and the Rune of Divine Wind, BFG lightning zaps and explosion, and a time bomb's explosion can damage you. (Caveat: If you are attached to the time bomb, its explosion will not damage you.) You can still be telefragged (by rune or teleporter). Platforms, doors, and other moving world entities do not damage you, but if a crusher is set off by an owner of a Berzerker Rune, you will not be protected.
    Moving yourself will stop the trance, and enemies can stop it by certain methods: the Blizzard's freeze effect, Impact Rune bodycheck, or movement caused by a Repulsion, Gravity Well, or Uncontrollable Jumping rune. Firing a weapon will prevent the trance for four seconds. A different zombie sound will play to alert you (and others) when you can enter trance again.
 2. You can be pushed without the trance breaking. Though, falling (off a step or cliff) will stop the trance.
 3. You will be protected from other explosions, in trance or not (except for players with Berzerker Rune). A dog grunt noise is played each time. However, a direct hit of a grenade or rocket will damage you if the trance effect is not activated.
 4. You can be set on fire, but it will not damage you in trance.
 5. Damage will not push you, in trance or not.
 6. You can breathe longer underwater. (12 seconds, increased to 24)
 7. You will not receive damage from falling, in trance or not.

Strategy:
 You: You become a lot harder to kill, but veteran players will hunt for a way to kill you quickly, if necessary. Once you hear the BFG charge-up noise, you'll know to run. Good uses would be:
-wait in trance, then jump into a fight when you want
-reduce some sources of explosion damage while fighting
-sit still to nullify other powerful attacks, such as Betty Rune's attack
 Note that you can be pushed into traps or lava.
 Opp: This rune is easy to determine, which is quite necessary. I usually see two uses of the rune:
 When the opponent is standing still to avoid death, you obviously need to attack with certain runes or the BFG, otherwise don't bother. Don't just turn your back and run away, either!
 Otherwise, the opponent is attacking. The rune cuts down the functionality of your explosions, so it's direct hits or nothing.

-------------------------------------------

44 Human Torch

Effects:
 1. Activate to toss a fire trap. Fire traps hit with 30 damage and cause a player to be set on fire. You can pass through any fire traps in the level. However, you can hit your own traps if you remove the rune. Traps may cause a small explosion when they time out on their own. They do not affect players with this rune, Enviro. Rune, or envirosuit. The burn time is increased for each trap set off.
 2. Fire damage from flamethrower (alternate for double-shotgun) or lavagun (alt for nailgun) is doubled. You will not receive damage from these weapons from yourself or an opponent.
 3. Your weapons will gain a chance to start burning your opponent. The chance is usually 15% every 100 damage in one attack. (the 120 max damage from rocket would be an 18% chance, 24 max damage from shotgun would be a 3.6% chance, etc) They normally will be on fire for two minutes.
 4. You can touch opponents to ignite them.
 5. Touching water will cause damage to you.
 6. Lava or lava fireballs will not damage you.
 7. Ice traps and Blizzard Rune effect time on you is reduced.
 8. You cannot be set on fire, and if you are on fire, the fire will be extinguished on pickup.
 9. A flame “hat” will appear above you.
10. The rune-tell command will show how many of your traps are placed.
11. There are distinct death messages for the traps.

Strategy:
 You: Traps hide well in health. There is no delay in firing traps, so it can be hugely effective if you are close enough to someone to repeatedly throw traps on them.
 Opp: The flames on the floor are not a toy. If you hit one and live, find water or armor.

Notes:
 The rune is designed not to appear under water.

-------------------------------------------

45 Pack Rat

Effects:
 1. Touch runes to hold them. The more runes you hold, the more extra frags you will receive for each kill. You will be told the name of the rune you pick up.
 2. When you die, you will drop all the runes you've found.
 3. Using the remove-rune command while holding at least one rune will drop all runes you are holding, but not your Pack Rat rune.
 4. The rune-tell command will show the number of held runes and the frag bonus.

Strategy:
 You: Gathering runes is not easy on large levels- I would suggest not bothering. You will be an obvious target with only a few runes held.
 Opp: There is no strategic advantage to consider. If you have any other rune than this one, you should have some advantage.

Notes:
 This is the other rune that will affect the rune-delete command, though only when you are carrying runes.
 When the server is set to damage-based scoring, your damage point value is multiplied by the frag bonus. What is normally a +1 bonus frag is 2x the points, up to +3 being 4x the points. (Default setting is 150 damage points is a frag.)

-------------------------------------------

46 Rune of Good Armor

Effects:
 1. On pickup, rune will give 200 armor, and extinguish burning, if you are on fire.
 2. Your maximum armor value has increased to a bit above 750, and your armor will always be as good as red armor. The armor icons will now represent how much armor you have, due to HUD display limitations. For example, the red armor icon means you have the armor number + 510 worth of armor, yellow icon means number + 255, and green means solely armor amount of number.
 3. Picking up armor will add its armor value to your current amount.
 4. Removing the rune when you have above 200 armor will start a slow countdown of your armor to 200. The armor icon will be blank if you have above 255 armor during this time, or it will be changed to red.

Strategy:
 You: Making any armor into red armor is quite useful. However, having more than 400 armor is mathematically useless, unless you have over 100 health. Note that the Pierce Armor Rune nullifies this rune entirely.
 Opp: This rune is practically indeterminable, but it’s not powerful enough to worry about.

Notes:
 The server admin can change most values.

-------------------------------------------

47 Rune of Quad Damage

Effects:
 1. Activate to gain quad damage for three seconds. There is a recharge time of six seconds.
 2. Activate while recharging to queue the activation when the rune is recharged.

Strategy:
 You: It can be a bit of a surprise for an opponent to see you gain quad in the middle of a fight, but once it's been done, your opponent will be expecting it again.
 Opp: The recharge time should be considered. If you live through one activation, you will need to expect another in a short time.

-------------------------------------------

48 Jack of All Runes

Effects:
 1. Partial amount of damage ignores enemy's armor save (that is, some damage will ignore armor, thus reducing enemy's armor protection), normally set at 20%.
 2. Max health increased to 150. Gain 50 health on pickup.
 3. Regenerate health and armor, usually up to half of the armor value and third of max health.
 4. Many weapons fire quicker, nailgun projectiles travel faster, lightning bolts are longer (but not as much/fast as haste rune), flamethrower throws fire around 25% farther, BFG takes 75% normal time to charge, and BFG ball moves 25% faster. Time bombs take 5/8ths of a second less time to explode.
 5. Damage increased by 20%.
 6. Damage received decreased by 20%.
 7. A set of sounds (normally associated with each effect) rotate play in an order. (Overly simplified: the rune checks an ordered list of sounds to play, and a sound will only play after all the others have played.)

Strategy:
 You: Such a well-balanced rune can help anyone at almost any time.
 Opp: Not too easy to determine, due to the different sounds it plays. But, overall, your strategy would not be different from an opponent who had a Resist or Strength rune.

-------------------------------------------

49 Super Blue Stuff

Effects:
 1. Activate to toss a blue "Tarbaby/Slime/Spawn" thing. It will bounce and make noise until it slows down to a stop. When it does, the trap is set.
 2. Any player without the Enviro. Rune or envirosuit can be caught in the trap. This means you, even with the rune! When tripped, a sound is played, and the player cannot use a rune or move for five seconds. The player can still turn and fire weapons, including the hook (which cannot move a stuck player). Also, you will be notified of who tripped the trap.
 3. Traps will persist for 45 seconds, and then they will explode without damage.
 4. The rune-tell command will show how many of your glue traps are placed.

Strategy:
 You: Since you are notified when your trap catches someone, remember where your traps are located. If you cannot get there quickly, do not bother, due to the short duration. Consider that your opponent can still fire weapons, but not activate their rune, when trapped.
 Opp: These traps are the most noticeable of any trap, though the effect doesn't make you defenseless as some. If you are caught, you may need to look in many directions for oncoming opponents.

Notes:
 Tornados and other push/pull runes will not move a trapped player.

-------------------------------------------

50 Blizzard Rune

Effects:
 1. Activate to freeze players without Enviro. Rune, envirosuit, Blizzard Rune, or Ice Traps, in line of sight for 1.2 seconds. These players cannot fire, turn, move, or even fall. Recharge time is ten seconds for every player you froze.
 2. When the rune is charged, you can touch players to freeze them. They will be frozen for only a second, but recharging from this effect will take only three seconds.
 3. You can freeze yourself if you touch water without the envirosuit. You will be released for three seconds before being frozen again.
 4. Ice traps will be nullified if you touch them with this rune. The owner of the trap will be notified.
 5. Blue particles appear frequently around you.
 6. The rune-tell command will show if your rune is recharged or not.

Strategy:
 You: Occasionally, it can be used to run from a better-equipped opponent. The obvious use is to keep your opponent from moving or firing. The lightning weapon becomes quite easy to use while opponents are frozen!
 Opp: Easy to determine due to the blue dots. Also, the sounds are mostly unique to the rune. (Shambler smash attack is one sound of the rune.) Being defenseless from the freeze is typically a loss, so look for some protection before fighting such an opponent.

-------------------------------------------

51 Rune of Thor

Effects:
 1. On pickup, if you have less than 50 cells, you will be recharged to 50 cells, and you gain the thunderbolt. If you later lose it from an Anti-Pack effect, you will gain it back immediately.
 2. Regenerate cells every 0.6 seconds: either recharge to 50 instantly or 1 cell, if already at 50. Firing the lightning weapon will stop the ammo regen effect for 2 seconds, and using the BFG will stop it for 15 seconds.
 3. Firing lightning underwater will not cause a self-damaging zap.
 6. Lightning zaps from BFG ball can hit 2.5 times farther than normal.

Strategy:
 You: The weapon is mostly designed to be used with the BFG, but not running out of cells for the thunderbolt can be useful.
 Opp: A player firing off many BFGs can help determining the rune, but the real worry is just the BFG shot due to its longer electric range.

Notes:
 This is the other rune that can allow the thunderbolt to exist in levels where it normally does not.

-------------------------------------------

52 Sniper Rifle Rune

Effects:
 1. Activate to be hit for 25 damage and shoot a projectile that will kill any non-invincible player.
 2. Each successful hit of such a shot will increase a hidden value by 25 (starting from 25). The damage to you is a random amount between 25 and this value. As an example: after killing two players with this rune, the next shot could deal 25 to 75 damage to yourself (25 base + 2 * 25 extra for each kill)
 3. There is distinct death message for sniping someone.

Strategy:
 You: Do not use this rune with quad. Note that the sniper bolt does not travel instantly to the target.
 Opp: The sound will help you determine the rune. Move away quickly! Remember that each shot removes a bit of your opponent's health.

Notes:
 The self-damage effect is prevented by the pent, so fire away bolts like there's no tomorrow!

-------------------------------------------

53 Anti-Pack Rune

Effects:
 1. Activate to drop a fake backpack. A sound will play.
 2. After three seconds, the trap will be armed and will start emanating red particles. The trap will persist for the same time as a regular ammo pack, which is normally two minutes.
 3. An opponent that does not have Enviro. Rune or envirosuit can touch the trap. When tripped, the trap will steal half of opponent's ammo (of every ammo type) as well as taking the highest numbered weapon that opponent holds. The shotgun and axe cannot be taken. Everyone on the server will be informed of whom tripped a trap.
 4. The rune-tell command will show how many of your pack traps are placed.
 5. In teamplay, the anti-packs' particles will also have the color of the team in them.

Strategy:
 You: Placing three right next to each other is quite obvious, so place them apart or on player corpses.
 Opp: The trap doesn't do any damage, but its effect is nothing to laugh at. You will need to watch all ammo packs for red particles.

Notes:
 A player that touches this trap that is also charging a BFG will lose that weapon and stop the charge-up.

-------------------------------------------

54 Telefrag Deflect Rune

Effects:
 1. When a telefrag hits you, it will be deflected back, unless that player has invincibility or Telefrag Deflect Rune.
 2. When you come out of a teleport, you will not have a forward momentum.

Strategy:
 You: Sitting in the other end of a teleport is the primary use of the rune, but reconsider the location if players with spawn shields regularly pass through! Also, once you have been discovered, an opponent may try to kill you with their spawn shield! One trick is to run into a teleporter with an opponent following, and wait in the destination for your free frag.
 Opp: Another reason not to run into teleporters! Once you determine the rune and discover your opponent's location, either find a pent or Shield Rune, or get to the other side of the teleporter without teleporting. If it's a two-way teleporter, the opponent will just teleport back, so you'll need to depend on someone arriving on the other side to smoke them out.

-------------------------------------------

55 Bouncing Betty

Effects:
 1. Activate to toss a special grenade (a "Betty") at the cost of ten rockets. The normal grenade launcher sound will play (however, you do not animate as though you fired a grenade). 1.5 seconds later, the grenade will explode with 200 damage and toss five grenades around the area- each will explode after a random time between 0.75 and 1.75 seconds. 
 2. Gain 50 rockets on pickup.
 3. When you die, you will drop a Betty.
 4. There is a distinct death message for the Betty.

Strategy:
 You: Betty is hard to avoid, even if it's yours. You'll mostly fire one as you run away. Keep in mind the ammo requirement, especially if you're using a weapon that uses rockets.
 Opp: If you hear the GL noise from an opponent quicker than normally possible, you'll know to expect Betty. The opponent will not animate the same as firing the GL.

-------------------------------------------

56 Tornado Rune

Effects:
 1. If you have less than 60 cells, you will be recharged to 60 cells on pickup.
 2. Activate to use 30 cells to create a tornado (a specific sound plays). After a few seconds tornado will build strength and start sucking in players quite violently (with wind sounds). The duration is three to four seconds, and a bright light will radiate; then, the tornado will explode for 40 damage. The force can be overcome by the hookshot or nullified by Enviro. Rune or envirosuit. Pulled players will emanate particles.
 3. In teamplay, the tornado particles will also have the color of the team in them.
 4. There is a distinct death message for killing with the tornado.

Strategy:
 You: Place one in the middle of the room. Run away.
 Opp: If you need to use the hook, you are likely to become immobile for the duration of the tornado. Depending on the distance from you and the tornado, you may be able to hook another spot. Expect other players to be hooked in the area as well.

Notes:
 Occasionally, you can feel the tornado force through a wall.

-------------------------------------------

57 Requiem Rune

Effects:
 1. Ammo boxes can be picked up repeatedly, but you gain five units of munitions, rather than the normal box amount. You can also continually get ammo bonuses from weapons you already have. (Amount is also reduced.)
 2. Armor can be picked up repeatedly. If you do not have any, the amount will be half the normal amount of the armor, otherwise, you will gain 15 armor each time.
 3. Health boxes can be picked up repeatedly. You will receive 15 health from either regular size health boxes, or 25 from the megahealth. This 25 will allow increases above 100 health, up to 250 health.

Strategy:
 You: You will be causing a bit of noise picking up items repeatedly, so expect to be discovered. The megahealth effect is the best, since you can accumulate a bunch of health. If you sit on an ammo box, you can continually fire the appropriate weapon without worry of ammo. Note that you cannot get an item to prevent someone else from equipping it.
 Opp: If you know the ammo locations from the area you hear the repeated sound, you know exactly where the opponent is located.

